
It’s an honor to be here today and thank you so much for having me.  I’ve long been a patron of my local 
library from the time I was a kid reading the children’s book, through college research papers, and now I still 
take advantage of the many services available.

I’ve noticed over the past year or two the library has gotten busier than ever.  With the economic downturn, 
more people are using the services for job searches, more people are getting books out of the library than 
buying books at the bookstore, and many unemployed have returned to school and depend on the library for 
school research.

You do important work.  I’m sure you have your days when you wish you had chosen a different profession.  
Hopefully focusing on the importance of what you do gets you through those bad days…..



I’ve been fortunate to work with many organizations in many different industries 
throughout my career.  And while their end products and services may be different –
banking, pharmaceuticals, health care, government, cable TV – they share many 
similarities and face many of the same challenges;  meeting customer expectations, 
proving their value to the organizations, getting resources …. 

I wanted to share with you today what world class companies do that makes them 
successful, that makes their customers loyal.  So here’s a list of the things we find 
that separates these companies from the rest of the pack.

Check the boxes the apply to your company.  How many?  
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One of the big things these companies have in common is they have consciously 
build supportive cultures



What impact can the culture have?

•provide clarity to the corporate mission
•engage employees who become committed to doing the right thing – even when no one is 
watching
•build customer loyalty
•embed consistency and efficiency in processes
•foster innovation and creativity
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I love this story of Johnny the Bagger and I wanted to share it with you since I think 
it illustrates the positive impact of a supportive culture on an organization, it’s 
customers, and it’s employees better than any words I could say.





Contact center goals must be aligned with enterprise objectives.  Conflicts inevitably result in failure.

All subsequent decisions and activities should be held up to scrutiny against the mission.  if it doesn’t 
support the mission, throw it out!

Primary benefits to your organization and employees are 

• defines and aligns strategies
• focuses decision making and policies 
• guides desired behaviors and activities

What happens when there is a disconnect between the organizations mission and the contact center’s 
mission?  How do you think the current problems at Toyota are impacting the contact center?



Here’s some excerpts from some library mission statements I found.  

• Anticipating their future needs for library services
• Offering a wide variety of materials and programs
• To be done during convenient hours
• The most efficient manner possible

I’m guessing these sound familiar to you and your libraries mission may be sound similar.

One of the first questions we typically ask our clients is “what is your mission statement”.  Often times 
they have to blow the dust off a nicely framed document in the back of the closet.  

In successful organizations the mission statement is a living breathing document that aligns all theIn successful organizations, the mission statement is a living breathing document that aligns all the 
departments, guides all activities, and provides focus to decision making and policy development.



Customer care centers, contact centers, service centers should use the mission statement 
as a powerful tool in managing their operations.

Focusing on the mission statement effectively forces senior management to partner with 
you on developing your strategy to support the mission.

If you want this we need this to make it happenIf you want this…..we need this to make it happen….  
If we don’t get this….let’s talk about what we can deliver….



Discussion questions:

•What the impact on the customer experience when these departments collaborate 
with the contact center?  
•When they don’t?
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•cross-departmental meetings
•calendars of future events, promotions, campaigns, system upgrades and 
implementations, self-service strategy
•mass mailings edited by contact center staff - can anticipate and avoid customer 
confusion
•contact center input on new products/services, all customer communications, service 
delivery failures, etc.
•clearly define roles, and responsibilities
•hold everyone accountable for results



Once you identify and document best process – you want do it that way all the time!





“Process mapping improves our understanding of processes and, in essence, boosts our understanding 
of business and operational performance. Some of the benefits of a well-prepared process map are as 
follows:

•Employees can participate in constructing a process map. 

◦Some of the best solutions to business problems come from within the organizationSome of the best solutions to business problems come from within the organization.

◦Employees are more often than not astonished by the complexity of the process and delighted to see the 
"actual process" for the first time. They say it reveals the issues and gaps that cause business and 
operational problems

Process maps can save you time and simplify your projects because they can: 
◦Build, influence and accelerate the "Opportunity Assessment" and "Design" phases of a project.
◦Effectively communicate ideas, information and data visually.
◦Aid in solving problems and making decisions.
◦Identify actual or ideal paths and can reveal problems and potential solutions.

Printed with permission
Joe Paradiso Process Mapping AssociatesJoe Paradiso, Process Mapping Associates
http://www.processmaps.com/mapping.html





Technology innovations have made our world much more complex.  While most of 
these innovations have brought enormous benefits they have also brought many 
challenges – the least of which is it we want everything we want, when we want it!  
Patience and tolerance are not common characteristics so much anymore….



World class companies don’t leave much to chance.  They define, document 
and communicate how they will provide the level of service required to 
support the mission.

A well crafted customer access strategy adds framework to the corporate mission and 
strategy ensuring alignment and consensus on how the contact center will operate on a 
day-to-day basis and the resources required to support the operation.

In order to provide an excellent customer experience,  you must:

•begin with an understanding of who are your customers and how you should you segment 
them to meet their expectations 
•know how they prefer to contact you so you can have the supporting technology in place 
and hire the people with the right skills to support each access channel
•know when they will contact you so you have the right number of people staffed at the time 
the customer chooses to contact you



Why will they contact you?

What supporting resources will you need?
•Online resources
•effective supervisors
•Training for employees
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•performance coaching
•technology strategy - efficient desktop, self service options, web 2.0

•What KPI will drive behaviors that will support your customer experience objectives?
•What reports, dashboards, other communications will you use to compare your actual 
performance to your objectivesperformance to your objectives.  
•How will you share key customer and business intelligence across the 
organization?



Very wise words – and we certainly don’t want libraries to become extinct.  Innovation and 
creative thinking will be critical in order for libraries to survive and thrive.

Debra and Mary-Jo will be talking about the innovations they have made and the 
challenges they have faced along the way.  





It is difficult to turn satisfied customers into loyal customers – it takes great service 
consistently.  This is something that we do want to do- as loyal customers are a lot more 
forgiving and less inclined to leave a company than just a satisfied customer.














